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Introduction 

In computer systems (especially internet connected ones) it is a common problem to determine if a user 

is who they say they so that we can give them the services and permissions that they are due. Most of 

these accounts rely on username and password combinations, so naturally keeping your password 

information secure is vitally important. Cryptographic hash functions are a key component to this 

process and exhibit a number of interesting properties that we will explore in this document. 

 

Hash Functions – What even is a hash? 

In general, a hash function is a method of translating data of an arbitrary size to something of fixed size. 

For example, see how the names below are mapped to an array which has 16 slots. 

 

Here’s a second hash function hashing the same names to different locations: 

 



Notice how one box is red--this indicates a hash collision, meaning multiple inputs were mapped to the 

same slot. Generally speaking, collisions are not desirable. Why does this happen? 

Consider the pigeonhole principle: Suppose we have K pigeonholes and we have N pigeons. If N > K, we 

must have at least one pigeonhole with more than one pigeon in it. Since hash functions map arbitrarily 

large data into a structure of a fixed size, collisions will always be possible. 

 

Hash Maps – How do I get to all the potatoes, grass, and twitte? 

One common use of Hashing is in a HashMap. This is a data structure that allows us to look up values 

associated with a certain key in O(1), or “constant time” (really fast). Consider if we wanted to store the 

phone numbers of a particular person from a list. We could use the name as a key, and the phone 

number as the value. When we add a key/value pair to the hash map, each user’s name will be hashed 

to some value from 0 to the array size. That slot in the array (or bucket) will now hold the phone 

number. So why is lookup time so fast? It’s fast because we can very easily compute the hash for a name 

which immediately gives us the index of the array of the data we are looking for. Otherwise, we’d have 

to do some sort of manual search (linear, binary search, etc.) to find our key. 

 

The mapping happens over two steps: first, we must hash the key and receive a numeric representation 

of the hash, and then we must take the mod of the hash function to force it to fit inside the bounds of 

the array. This works because the mod function effectively gives us the remainder after dividing the 

hash by the size of the array which guarantees the location will be inside the bounds of the array. 

 

 



Pseudocode: 

hash = hashfunction(key) 

index = hash % array_size 

 

Since a hashmap can have collisions (which complicates the structure and make lookups and stores 

more costly), we typically have to allot a significant ( O(N) ) amount of extra memory  to the hash table 

so that there is more free space where we can store values. This is a classic time / space tradeoff. Now 

as useful as these structures are, this kind of hash function is easy to confuse with a cryptographic hash 

function. 

 

Cryptographic Hash Function – Why is cryptographic hashing special? 

All cryptographic hash functions could be used in something like a hash map, but not all hash functions 

can be used for cryptographic applications. Some properties of the Ideal Cryptographic Hash Function are: 

 it is easy to compute the hash value for any input 

 it is infeasible  to generate an input from a given hash (output) 

 it is infeasible to modify an input without changing the hash 

 it is infeasible to find two different inputs with the same hash. 

 

  



Here are some example outputs (in hex) of a cryptographic hash functions (SHA-1) for a given input string. 

 

 

 

Observe that the small, highlighted changes create drastically different outputs. This is sometimes called 

the “Avalanche Effect”. This is important for making it difficult to guess the original input.  

A hash function that is not a cryptographic hash function may be easy to reverse—if we used these for 

password storage, an attacker would be able to figure out our user’s password in a far more limited 

number of guesses, which is not what we want. 

 

Math & One Way Functions – Oh noes, math!? Numbers!? 

So why is it so hard to just guess what the input is based on a given hash? A SHA512 hash, for instance, 

creates a 512 bit (64 byte) string of values for any input. If these are randomly distributed in an even 

fashion that means for any input we guess, we have a 1 in 2512 chance of producing our desired output. 

To put that in perspective, a rough estimate of the number of atoms in the universe is 1080, 2512 is 

approximately the square of that number. That means it’d be equivalent for me choosing one atom in 

the universe, then you picking the same one I did at random… two times in a row. 



So if we can easily figure out an output from a given input, why can’t we just look at the algorithm and 

reverse the process? This is very difficult to do because the algorithms that cryptographic hash functions 

use are one way functions. This means they’re easy to compute in one way, but not the other. 

 

i.e. given y = f(x), y is easy to determine given an x value, but given y, it’s hard to determine x. 

 

This functions are generally “hard” to solve, and by hard we generally mean NP-Hard which is a 

description from computational complexity theory of problems that are essentially impossible to 

calculate in polynomial time (an amount of time proportional to a polynomial function of a given input 

size… that is, in a feasible amount of time. This has never been proven. If P=NP, it may be possible 

render all cryptographic hash functions obsolete by finding an efficient enough algorithm. For more, 

read up on the P vs. NP problem.) 

 

Passwd – The who’s who of who’s who. 

Unix systems store important user information (but not passwords, ironically) in the passwd  file, located 

in the /etc  folder. If we want to view this file, we can simply enter cat /etc/passwd  into the terminal. This 

will give us a list of entries with each line looking something like this: 

 

iamauser:x:1001:1001:X. Ample,,(555)-555-5554,:/home/iamauser:/bin/bash  

 

Each of the colon delimited fields is shown below matched with what it represents: 

 

Passwd Fields 

Username iamauser 

Password x  

User id 1001 



Group id 1001 

Personal information (csv) X. Ample,,(555)-555-5554, 

Home directory /home/iamauser 

Shell 

*This doesn’t actually have to be a shell. It 

could be any program to launch at login. 

/ bin/bash 

 

Notice that the second field is simply an ‘x’. This is where a password or other validation information used to 

be stored. The contents have now been moved into another file (the Shadow file). But first, let’s consider 

why. 

 

Problems with Plain Text – I can haz passwordz!? 

What’s the downside of saving a password in it’s ‘plain text’ form? Well, what happens if anyone gets a 

hold of our passwd file or we lose control of our database for a website? Then the attacker would have 

the passwords of every user and could login and wreak havoc on whoever he or she chose too. 

Furthermore, most average users reuse their password for many websites and services. If an email 

address was associated with each user, the attacker might be able to compromise the user’s email 

account and a lot of other important information. This is something that actually happened to Reddit 

users. 

In Unix-like systems, user-level programs sometimes need to access /etc/passwd , so we must have it 

readable by all (or many) users to support certain software. This is clearly not a desirable situation—any 

user could just read the passwords to the system. This is why systems began both hashing passwords 

and moving them to a separate file that only the super user can read. 

 

The Shadow File – Passwords with their shades on. 



Like with passwd , we can try to cat /etc/shadow  to see what a shadow file works like. This actually will 

not work unless you’re effectively the root user. The sudo  command will give us the extra permission 

we need. sudo cat /etc/shadow  will give us a list of items that look like this: 

 

iamauser:$6$UklGjfLY$tl2s9a.y6h1rGqwaiqOqZ1v.mjegXgqrDAb0yh.JuHpU4Z9RTOEpoPG8H2MZ3Jgnmhcj8pr5TYf

/VLTDC9WMT/:16349:0:99999:7:::  

 

With a shadowed password scheme in use, the /etc/passwd  file typically shows a character such as ' * ', or ' x ' 

in the password field for each user instead of the hashed password, and /etc/shadow  usually contains the 

following user information: 

 

Shadow Fields 

User login name iamauser 

Hashing algorithm, salt, and hashed password  

($id$salt$hash) 

$6$UklGjfLY$tl2s9a.y6h1rGqwaiqOqZ1v.mjegXg

qrDAb0yh.JuHpU4Z9RTOEpoPG8H2MZ3Jgnmhc

j8pr5TYf/VLTDC9WMT/ 

Days since epoch of last password change 16349 

Days until change allowed 0 

Days before change required 99999 

Days warning for expiration 7 

Days before account inactive [empty] 

Days since Epoch when account expires [empty] 

Reserved [empty] 

 



The most important information from the shadow file is the $id$salt$hash field that is associated with 

each user name. The id corresponds to the particular hashing algorithm that the system is using to your 

password. 

 

Hashing algorithm choices as listed in the crypt man pages 

The salt is also critical, and its function will be explained a little bit later. 

The hash is the actual result of cryptographically hashing your password mixed with the salt using the 

specified hash function.  

 

Hash Cracking – Those forceful brutes! 

So, we may not be able to reverse a hash and turn it back into a password, but what if we had a lot of 

good guesses as to what your password might be? Then we could just compute a hash for each of our 

guesses and compare the two hashes. If we find a match, we find the user’s password (this is not strictly 

true. We might just have found a separate string that hashes to the same output. This, however, is 

incredibly unlikely unless we’re using an exceptionally bad hash function.)! 

Modern computers can compute hashes very rapidly. If the hash computations are accelerated with a 

relatively high end GPU, one can compute billions of hashes per second. There are many tools that 

automate this process and allow us to very simply brute force a shadow file. One such tool is 

oclHashCat. A brief tutorial in using is presented later in this document. 

Furthermore, in many cases these hashes are pre-computed in a huge table, known as a rainbow table. 

These are sometimes gigabytes or terabytes of computed password/hash pairs that allow a cracker to 

look up a password for a given hash almost instantaneously. So how can we prevent these kinds of 

attacks? Probably the most important tool we can use is adding a salt. 

 



Salt – Delicious, delicious, password flavoring. 

Since small changes to an input of a hash function result in very large changes in output, we can add 

little chunks of information to our users’ passwords when we hash them so that the rainbow tables 

won’t apply to our hashes. Doing this is called salting, and the information we add to the password is 

called salt.  

A salt isn’t kept any more secret than a hash is. If an attacker finds a hash and a salt, they must 

recompute all the hashes for their password guess. The basic safety salting affords is, since we will 

choose a different salt for each user, an attacker must recompute all hashes for each user. This makes it 

prohibitively expensive for an attacker to figure a user’s password, especially when we use key 

stretching. 

 

Key Stretching – When making your algorithm run slower is a good idea. 

Key stretching is a method for generating a key take longer. The idea here is that we make a hash 

function expensive to compute, password crackers won’t be able to compute billions of hashes per 

second and therefore we won’t be as vulnerable to brute force attacks. The way this is often 

accomplished is by requiring many “rounds” of hashing to occur. In Kali Linux the default is 5000 rounds 

of hashing. This means we recursively hash the key 5000 times, thus making a cracker forced to create 

hashes 5000 times more slowly. 

 

Hashcat Example – Highly useful cats.  

oclHashcat advertises itself as the “Worlds fastest password cracker.” It uses GPU acceleration to generate a large 

number of hashes per second. It supports straight, combination, brute-force, hybrid dictionary + mask, hybrid 

mask + dict attack modes. To use a wordlist against a shadow file, we can execute a command like below: 

hashcat -m 1800 -a 0 -o found1.txt --remove crack1.hash 500_passwords.txt  

cat found1.txt  

• Algorithm: Unix type 6 password hashes (-m 1800) 

• Using a dictionary attack (-a 0) 

• Putting output in the file found1.txt 



• Removing each hash as it is found 

• Getting hashes from crack1.hash 

• Using the dictionary 500_passwords.txt 

To see a fuller version of this example, check out: 

https://samsclass.info/123/proj10/p12-hashcat.htm 

 

Resources & Further Reading: 

Hashcat Example: https://samsclass.info/123/proj10/p12-hashcat.htm 

Hash Functions: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_function 

P vs. NP: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P_versus_NP_problem 

Birthday Attack: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birthday_attack 

Pigeonhole Principle: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pigeonhole_principle 

One Way Function: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-way_function 
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